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Detail of Time Machine, 2017
Accelerated ageing chamber
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‘Extract the vital information from a body and represent it in another form, and you have art.’ This line
was used by Hämén to describe his work ‘Bodies’
(2014), a series of airbrush works on paper, in which
images of dead animal bodies were transposed into
formal graphical arrangements recalling carcasses yet
also abstract: carcasses become code.
Firmly
grounded within epic histories of the longue durée as
they are, Hämén’s works are nonetheless attuned to
contemporary accelerations of evolution and technology as experienced in daily life. Looking into ‘deep
time’, for instance the processes of tectonic shifts or
the history of ecology, his works ask questions as to
the possibility of any human knowledge outside of
the realm of the ‘Anthropocene’, the limits of human
understanding of natural systems and phenomena,
and the designation in the first place of any ‘outside’
to our experience. For one work, entitled ‘Asstral
Traveler’, Hämén constructed a butt plug, a device for
anal stimulation, out of coprolite or fossilized faecal
matter: dinosaur excrement that is over 140 million
years old. Connecting a sex toy with the faeces of an
extinct animal humorously links the human interfaces
for excrement and pleasure, with the vestigial experience – known but felt by no one – that dinosaurs once
existed on earth.
Hämén continues to investigate how evolutionary systems and natural histories
are preserved and developed within popular culture.
He analyzes the production of a human matrix for
recognizing and diagnosing the natural realm, and the
effects on larger biological, evolutionary systems. One
work appropriates ‘Finding Nemo’. The result of an
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internal evolution in animation technology, this film
from Pixar Animation Studios represents a technological development that had effects on real-life evolutionary processes. After ‘Finding Nemo’ was released in
2013 to great success, the clownfish (the species of fish
depicted in the film) experienced a surge of popularity
and massive overfishing. As a result, the fish is now
nearly extinct in many regions in the world: over one
million clownfish are taken from the world’s oceans
each year.
Evolutionary rites are examined
in a recent work employing the imagery of Duracell,
the battery company whose bunny promises a battery
that ‘Keeps Going’. Similarly, Hämén’s works display
an interest in the links between animation and activation of materials. One of these materials is Europium,
a chemical first isolated in 1901 that continues to make
up the colour red in many screens. Though this exists
in a setting of advanced technology, this element too
will die out. In one work, Europium is related to a livestream of polar bears in San Diego Zoo, an endangered
species. The Eu producing the colour red on screens
and the polar bear are juxtaposed as two versions of
activity that are technologically mediated yet found in
nature, both perishable. The work can be acutely tied
back to situations of impending generalized ecological, environmental, and evolutionary crisis. As the artist states in the video ‘Amid the Rocks’: ‘Your battery
is low in the Euro Zone.’
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Asstral Traveler in Time Portal, 2016
Speculum, time portal, buttplug
made of fossilized dinosaur poo
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